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215 of 218 review helpful What Happened By W E B Fan I have been a fan of all of W E B Griffins military and spy 
themed novels but this one falls well short of everything I have read before Gone are the intrigue mystery and action 
of previous books this book is confusing and pointless nothing happens nothing is resolved and the story lines just end 
with no real reason In the end of the book Griffin puts an afterword Colonel Charley Castillo is back in action 
Mexican drug cartels are shooting up the streets of Laredo and El Paso Somali pirates are holding three U S tankers for 
ransom Chaos reigns hellip back in the fight The President has had enough mdash he needs to get hold of Colonel 
Charley Castillo and his merry band of fighters and put them on the case Unfortunately that might be impossible 
Everybody knows that the President hates Castillo rsqu From Booklist In Griffin rsquo s latest Presidential Agent 
novel President Clendennen is having major problems fighting his much ballyhooed wars on drugs and piracy Casting 
about for a sure fire way to score som 
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